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Wednesday, March 16. 1994 
AS 
government
 elections begin 
I-1M KAOSPARTAN DAILY 
Ben 
"Cachi"
 Sabala Jr., a graphic designer and muralist,
 paints a
 
fling for A.S. president. 
Elections  are being held 
today and tomorrow 
last-minute advertising board for friend Alfonso de Alba, who is run- 
in three central places around campus. 





It's that time 
again.  Time to 
go cast your 
vote
 for your 
favorite  A.S. candidate today. 
The A.S. elections will contin-
ue until tomorrow, with polls 
open from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
The elections are located in 
three 
central  places on cam-
pus: the Spartan Breezeway 
between the SPX buildings, in 
front of 
Clark  Library and in 
front of the Student Union. 
Each student who votes will 
receive a 10 percent discount 
on items in the bookstore, 
except on computers, text-
books, and  class 
rings.
 Voters 
also receive 5 percent off 
text-
books. 
There are a total
 of 35 can-
didates running 
for 
positions on the A.S. 
Board of Directors. 
There will also be 
write-in candidates 





Blair Whitney, and 
Alfonso De Alba 
are  running 







Kevin Call are the 
only two 
candidates  running 
for 
the office of vice-president. 
Candidates running 
uncon-
tested in the A.S. elections are:
 
Kofi-Wesui-Puryear for acade-
mic senator, Marilyn 
Charell for director of 
academic affairs, 
Gretchen 
Seeley  for 
director of non-tradi-
tional minority affairs, 
Tamara
 L. Collins for 
director of 
personnel,  
Mike Yaghmai for 
director of 
communications,  
and Denelle Fedor for 
director  
of California State student 
affairs. 
Candidates 







and James De 
La
 Cruz are run-
ning for 




 Jerry Simmons, 
Mark 
Campbell,  and Mike 
Scialabba 









affairs are Glen 







W. Surrey Sr., 
Cynthia  Hatfield 
and John E. 
Mountain  are 
candidates  
running
 for the 
Sec 
ELECTIONS.
 page 3 
Drive 
targets  minorities  
for marrow donations 
By Deana Smith 
Spartan Daffy Staff Wnter 
Ethnic minorities are 
needed
 
to increase the national 
registry  






 Marrow Donor 
Program (NMDP), in coordina-
tion with 
two fraternities, Pi 
Alpha Phi
 and Nu Lambda Phi, 
and 
Sigma Omicron Pi sorority, 
are 
sponsoring  the a marrow 
donor 











marrow to people 
with diseases,
 such as leukemia, 




 to NMDP, only 
16 
percent of the national registry 
of potential bone 
marrow 
donors is comprised of ethnic 
minorities. This low statistic gives 
minorities a "one in one mil-
lion" chance of finding a match 
from an unrelated 
donor, 
according to Cindy Chin, NMDP 
coordinator. In 
conitra.st,  a dona-
See DONOR page 10 

































 on a .22
-cal-
iber pistol
 this week. 
From 
10 

























 to pay for 
different  
expenses 
such as the Army 
ROTC military ball, Field Train-
ing Exercises, and other
 ROTC-
related expenses. 
Anderson  said 
the money raised 
goes into the 




spring  shoot 
allows students to famil-
iarize 
themselves  with 
the 
weapons  and 
let  
them 




 are 10 
silhou-
ettes  to shoot 
at
 on one target.
 
Hitting at least 
the  black of each 
silhouette
 will earn a 


























 Schiavo is at 
war  
with the 
city.  He lost the first 
bat-
tle when the 
San  Jose city coun-
cil ruled 









fight, but is 
not sure what his 
next step 
is at this point. 
"I'm not
 going to stop 
fight-
ing. I expect
 the city to do 
better 
than 
this,"  Schiavo 
said.  "That 
might
 be their first




 to be their only 
answer."  
Schiavo 


























Spartan Daily Staff Writer 




ment with the sudden death of 
Eric Cruz, the 32 -year -old pho-
tography facilities manager. 
According to Pam Hiar of the 
photography department, Cruz 
collapsed and died of a heart 
attack while riding his bicycle on 
Highway 9 in Saratoga on Satur-
day. 
Cruz was riding his bicycle up 
a mountain road with a group of 
riders when he decided to take a 
rest and then collapsed.
 
Although attempts were made to 
give 
Cruz  cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation (CPR), 
he was not 
revived. 
Cruz 
frequently rode his bicy-
cle and would often
 ride it to 
SJSU. 




who is a close
 friend and col-
league,  said when Cruz did not 
answer
 the telephone, Estabrook 
realized something was wrong. 
Cruz had been
 expected to 
come to his sister's
 house on 
Sunday, but when  he did not 
show up, family and 
friends  real-
ized he was missing. 
"I'm 
blocking
 the loss. It's 
inadequate to explain how it 
feels to lose a best friend," 
Estabrook said. 
Cruz, who was born 
in the 
Philippines, earned his bachelor 
of fine arts degree in photogra-




He worked at Adolph Gasser 
Inc., a professional photography 
business in San Francisco, 
before coming to SJSU's 
cho7tog.
 raphy department in late 
Working with the department 
for six years, Cruz was 
defined  by 
his colleagues 
as the MacGuyver 
of the photo department. 
"Eric really kept us 
up and 
running. We're finding him irre-
placeable and indispensable. 
We're all in disbelief. Eric was 
the only technician we had," 
professor Brian Taylor said. 
Ben 
Helprin,  another 













By Cara Broglia 
Spartan
 Dail. Staff Writer 
With a troubled history and 
the prospect of problems ahead, 
the Event Center is looking at an 
unstable future, officials said. 




of the Event Center, poor 
construction and plan-
ning have caused 
major  
problems for 
the  Student 
Union 
Recreation  Event 
Center
 (SUREC). 
'The building had 
poor design from day
 
one," she said.
 "There is a 
hit 
wrong and every day we come 
up with something new." 
Within the last five years, the 
Event Center has 
undergone RN-
eral major 
repairs,  including the 
installation 
of individual air-con-
ditioning units in electrical 
rooms to prevent the equipment 
form overheating. 
According to Albert Reed, 
maintenance 
supervisor
 for the 
Event Center, these rooms 
were 
never fined with 
air  conditioning 
ducts necessary to 
keep the 
equipment at 
the  proper tem-











temperature in the 
sound  room one night 
(during a concert) and 
it was 
up
 to 120 
degrees," Reed 
said. 
icre is all our electrical equip-
ment and if anything went 
wrong  a fire or anything. we'd 
he in big trouble." 
The 10 to 15 
amplifiers
 in the 
si amid room cost between $4.000 
and $5,000 apiece. Five of them 










BY Dhyana Wood 
Spartan Daik Statl Witter 
Five women were 
arrested
 for suspected 
battery of a female student 
in
 Washburn 
Hall Monday at about
 7:30 p.m. The five 
suspects are all 
San  Jose City College 
stu-
dents, UPD Lt. Bruce
 Lowe said. This was 
one of four 
recent cases of group 
violence  
in the last four days at SJSU. 
Lowe said the victim 
was, "kicked and 
beaten and struck 
with  a metal chair. She 
had bruising and 
cuts. A male resident 
came in and 
broke up the fight." 
A Washburn Hall resident 
said
 the 
womaii had been pulled out of the shower
 
by the five suspects, who ranged
 in age 
from 18 to 21. 
The five suspects are Micko
 Legen, Teni 




See ARREST.  
page
 













 a student 
in 
front
 of Joe 
West  Hall 
Monday  
2 





 of the 
benefits 
at SJSU 
Forum & Opinion 
lose




 to the 
Editor  
They
 say an 
education doesn't cost, 
it 
pays.  But that depends
 on what we, 
the 
students, want out of an educa-
tion, the quality of 
the education and how we 
benefit by the education. 
One way we certainly can get our money's 
worth is to take full 
advantage
 of the many ser-
vices SJSU 
offers.
 Just look around. The ser-
vices are everywhere. 
There's the PEP 
Center,
 which offers assis-
tance
 for alcohol and drug 
abuse, or the Con-
dom
 Co-op, which is there for 
students  to pur-
chase condoms at inexpensive rates. 
SJSU's libraries are entirely another
 world 
filled
 with various services open to 
students. 
Take for instance, the Steinbeck 
Research  Cen-
ter or the Chicano Library
 Resource Center. 
Why spend hour after
 hour searching for 
information
 when students can access the 
material  in a matter of minutes? Students also 
have the advantage of using such up-to-date
 ser-
vices as Lexis/Nexis, 
an online system 
equipped with current 
information from news-
papers, news wires,
 magazines, legislative and 
legal decisions.
 
If students need help in 
studying, why strug-
gle? Simply get
 involved in the number of pro-
grams
 SJSU has to offer to help tutor students. 
These programs consist of ASPIRE, the Biology 
Club or the Learning Skills Program. 
These are just a few of the examples that stu-
dents can take advantage
 of to get the full ben-
efit of an education. The 
only thing is, these 
services won't necessarily come 
to
 you; you 
have to go to them. This
 happens by becoming 
aware 
of
 the environment around you; by 
opening your eyes and 
ears to the possibilities. 
There are no excuses for not taking 
advan-
tage of the resources. It's up to you to take the 
initiative. 
As students, we are paying thousands of 
dollars
 for an education. 
At times, we 
wonder exactly where our 
money
 goes. By using the services SJSU has to 
offer, at least we can feel a 
little  more at ease 
knowing we are getting what we're paying for. 
Instead of going the extra mile, why not just 
use
 the resources that are lying right in our 
own "backyard"? This 
is our school and our 
community. We should not be afraid to find 
out what these services are, how to use them 
and most of all, how they will benefit us. 
It's quite simple. Don't let the campus use 
you. Instead, you have every right to 
use the 
campus. After all, these services were devel-
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would be more 
useful  by their 
absence
 rather than their pres-
ence. 
Not all of them, though. 
Those 
little
 paper wrappers sur-
rounding soup cans
 do come in 
handy.  How else 
would
 I know 
which ones to avoid because 
aside from loaded with vegeta-
bles" they were 
also  loaded with 
sodium and fat? 
Care labels on clothing also 
serve a useful purpose. Without 
them, I would not only buy the 
wrong size items but would 
prob-
ably end up throwing
 dry -clean -
only 
jackets in the washing 
machine or wool skirts in the 
dryer. 
Save for these and a few other 
examples, most other labels 
should be removed, as they do 
more harm 
than good. 
A label I was never 
very suc-
cessful in removing was the one 
I had to carry around during 
elementary school. One of my 
teachers commented on my 
"report card" that I talked too 
much, talked out of turn, or that 
in conduct I "needed to try 
more." 
Every teacher afterwards 
would get to preview the com-
ments of her predecessor,
 as our 
report cards went into cumula-
tive files. Though the comments 
about me were not that bad, 





unfair bias about what
 to look 
for in me. It's no wonder that 
the same comments seemed to 
appear on 
every report card 
after that. 
Among some of my friends I 
have become known as a "mod-
ern rocker." I know I 
don't  look 
or dress the part (see the next 
paragraph
 on clothing!), but 
because
 my radio station of 
choice is Live 105 and I can 




think that's all I listen to. On the 
contrary. I enjoy
 "rock n' roll," 
grunge, New Age, folk, easy lis-
tening and even classical music. 
How I choose to dress also 
defies labeling.
 My many rings 
do not 
mean I desire to look 
ostentatious. My crystal pendant 
does not indicate I am 
into New 
Age metaphysics, 
nor  does my 
Swatch 
watch  make me a 
"trendy." 
I enjoy flowers 
and floral 
motifs, yet am not a 
hippie. I 
may sometimes
 dress all in black, 
though I am no "Gothic rocker." 
And 1 would surely hate if my 
double-pierced ears caused 
someone to think I wanted to 
emulate Tonya Harding! 
If anything, I suppose "eclec-
tic" is the best word I would want 
applied to me, as it is a non -lim-
iting label (bit of an oxymoron 
there!). 
I've also been stuck with invis-
ible labels. In my family, some-
how, years ago I'd become 
known as the one who
 never 
gets angry. Whenever tempers 
flared or disputes surfaced. I was 
always the one to try to get peo-
ple to laugh or at 
least to calm 
down.
 Things that bother others 
just don't bother me much. 
Because of this, when
 some-
thing did upset me. I got the 
feeling that everyone thought I 
was crazy, especially if I dared to 
storm up the stairs, yelling. This 
caused me to feel stifled and a 
bit resentful. I resolved this by 
simply 
telling my family that 
what they thought of 
me was a 
misconception. 
I 
try not to judge or label oth-
ers by trivial aspects of their out-
ward appearances, idiosyncrasies 
or habits. In turn, I hope they 
will treat me likewise. No single 





 a Daily copy edi-
tor and columnist.
 Her column 
appears  every other 
Wednesday 
Children  need more sex education 
Its
 the 1990s when our soci-
ety is supposed
 to be 
advancing in 
different 
directions, we are still giving chil-
dren the wrong messages about 
sex.
 
My case-in -point 
began  when 
my sister told me about my 
niece's dilemma at school. My 9-
year -old 
niece recently ran for a 
position called conflict  resolu-
tion manager. 
This manager is responsible 
for settling disputes between his 
or her peers, 
for example, a play-
ground argument. 
A female 
classmate also ran 
for this position. My niece won 
the election, but unfortunately, a 
sense of triumph was not the 
feeling that resulted
 from win-
ning. She ended up in the prin-
cipal's office crying. 
Why?The girl who ran against 
her started a 
rumor  that my 
niece was 
"sleeping around." 
Obviously this girl would not 
have made a good conflict man-
ager anyway, since she can't solve 
her own conflicts. 




it my niece and how
 did she 
understand the 





in life, even 
at age 9, I don't 
believe  she came 
up with the rumor all by 
herself.  
So who, or where, did she get 
this information 
 her parents, 
DEANA SMITH 
Writers Forum 
the  media, or from her peers? 
My sister 
decided
 it was the 
parents' fault. She requested
 the 
principal to take action on them 
or my sister would call the par-




mixed messages come 
from a combination
 of parents, 
the media and 
peers. The media 
has conflicting 
messages like 
"Just Say No", 
"Just Do It" and 
"Just Wear a 
Condom" and if 
someone
 is not there to give chil-
dren guidance, consequences 
can 
result.  
I think the parents have a sig-
nificant role in clarifying mes-
sages children receive about sex. 
Parents need to keep an open 
line
 of communication with their 
children.  
Sex is still a taboo subject 
between many parents and chil-
dren today. If parents start teach-
ing their children about sex 
early, some of the messages may 
not be so confusing. 
A problem arises when par-
ents try to 
educate
 children 
about sex. The 
parents  may not 
be relaying the right messages.
 A 
'Time/CNN
 poll showed that 60 
percent of parents tell their 
daughters to remain chaste until 
marriage but less than half tell 
their sons the same thing. This 
may explain why the female 
classmate knew that sleeping 
around was negative. 
Parents need to educate 
themselves before trying to edu-
cate their children. Books and 
other services are readily avail-
able to help parents with this 
task. If parents are relaying the 
right information with their chil-
dren and are open with 
them, 




My niece turns 10 this week-
end and I had already
 bought 
her a book about sexuality to 
give to her for 
her birthday. I 
now realize that I am a few years 
too late since my niece said she 
didn't know what "sleeping 
around" meant and became 
embarrassed when my sister and 
I asked the 
question.  She has 
preconceived notions about it 
and feels it is negative but she 
doesn't really have the truth. 
It's easy to think that children 
are too young to know about sex, 
but in reality they know a lot 
more than we give them credit 
for. 
Deana
 Smith is a 



















nia up for a downward spiral that 
may ultimately 












where  that money 
will come 
from.  Wilson 
said that Three Strikes You're Out is just the first 
step
 in getting tough
 on crime. 
This first step carries an enormous price tag, but 
Wilson said, "We must never hesitate  to do what's 
right because of cost." What about his budget crisis 
over the last year and a half? Was it right to take 
money away from education and social services 
because of the cost? In the long run, cutting educa-
tion and social programs will produce more crimi-
nals. 
Donnell Albert Dorsey, who was just arrested 
Wednesday, will be the first sentenced under the 
new AB971  he didn't even know about the new 
law. Obviously, the new law won't be a deterrent. 
Three Strikes You're Out is just 
another  case of treat-
ing the symptom instead of the cause. The prisons 
will fill up fast, the crime rate will stay the same and 
the education system will go down the drain. 
Crime has become a top-priority issue in 
Sacra-
mento, but nobody has even stopped to 
take
 a look 
at the crime statistics in our state. Hasn't crime 
dropped? When a crime is committed anywhere in 
the country, we see it on the evening news and say
 
"crime is out of control." Polly Klaas has become a 
buzz -word in the crime issue: Polly Klaas and crime 
are words that go together like Green on Gras, and 
the mere mention  of her name causes our legisla-
tors to blindly sign bills without studying them. I 
don't see the grass
 getting any greener with six new 
prisons, higher taxes and higher fees. California 
shouldn't be punished for Davis's actions; but Cali-
fornia will be punished for Governor Wilson's. 
The citizens of California have a short attention 
span and around election time the public will forget 
what Wilson did to schools and state employees. 
The public will only see how he 
is tackling the illegal 
immigrant problem and crime. Wilson 
couldn't get 
a handle on California's budget, so he created this 
public hysteria to divert the public's attention from 
California's real problems. I won't be surprised if 
Wilson is re-elected; when the economic effects of 
these crime bills bring California to its knees, at least 







valley  pollution 
Editor 
On March 16 and 17, there will be a campus vote 
on the Transit Access Program (TAP), which
 is 
geared to 
providing  access to Light rail and both 
express 
and regular bus services to students, by 
showing their student I.D. cards. The amount of 
exhaust that I  spew out of the back of my red pick-
up truck I feel guilty about, but then imagining the 
thousands of other students who do the same is 
upsetting. This program would get more students 
onto transit, andthere would be less pollution to 
stain the sunset. 
Why do it? The TAP price for transit fare is $9 a 
semester, that's $18 a year  summer and breaks 
included. A $20 regular bus and light rail pass over 
twelve months is $240, a $36 express -bus pass is 
$432. So the TAP program would save some transit 
commuting students from $222 to $414 a year! Stu-
dents who 
decide to convert to bus use from car use 
will save $63 from the $81 commuter pass. If I use 
the bus four times a week, that will save me around 
$5 in gas money, and about four gallons of pollu-
tion added to the air  if 50 people use a bus 
that's 
about 150 miles per gallon
 per person (from Envi-
ronmental Studies 
101  notes). 
This program has already been implemented at 





1989/'90  to 
441,570 in 
1992-'93.







 to 1992 
 70 
percent 








ship increase), would be 143,386 or 48 percent
 
only. Ridership 





It may seem 
small  to add a thousand  
or more stti-
dents  to the transit system considering how many 
people  drive in the Santa Clara 
Valley.  How many 
pollutants  are in a gallon of 
gas  and those pollu-
tants
 have to go somewhere, 
into
 the air we breathe 



















 and others who are 
inter-
ested in the university
 at large. 






must be turned in 
to
 Letters to the 
Echtof's
 
box in the SPAirrAN 
DAILY  newsroom, Dwight 
Bentel Hall 209, or to the 
information  booth 
in the Student Union. 
Articles may also be mailed to 
the Forum 
Editor, The
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BOARD:  Spring '94
 Gener-
al Election,







 STuDENTs:  Senator 
Tom Hayden 





ANTHROPOLOGY  CLUBS: 
Meet-
ing , 3:00p.m, WSQ 004; dinner, 
4:30p.m, Fuji Restaurant at 56 




DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL 
SCIENCES: 
Seminar, 1:30p.m, 








JEWISH STUDENT UNION: 
Moishe the Magician, 12:00-
1 p.m, outside Student Union, 
Call J. Ckunesan 971-1254 
MATH/CS. CLUB: video "The 
KGB, the computer and me", 
1:30p.m.
 
MB 233. Call Lee 924-
5133 
MECHA (STUDENT MOVEMENT 
OF AznAN): General Body 
Meeting, 3:00p.m, Chicano 
Resource Center. Call 924-2707 
RE-ENTRY SERVICES: Brown 
Bag Lunch Series, 
12-1:30p.m,  
Pacheco Room,
 SU. Call Vir-
ginia O'Reilly 924-5930 







 Gallery 2 and 3. 
Call Marla 924-4330 
SEMPER FIDELIS SocIETv: 
Guest speaker U.S.M.0 1st Sgt., 
6:30p.m, Health Building room 
404 
THEATER ARTS DEPARTMENT: 
The 
Conduct  of Life, 1:00p.m, 






BOARD:  Spring '94 Gener-
al Elections, 9:00a.m-8:00p.m, 




dy Night, 7:30-10:00p.m, Spar-
tan 
Pub 
BOTANY Cum: St.Patrick's Day 
Plant Sale,
 7:00a.m-noon, 
ground floor in 




 FOR CHRIST: 
Nightlife, 8:00p.m, Almaden 
Room, SU. Call Allen Escobar 
275-6518 
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACE-
mENT:What Can I Do With a 
Major 
in
 Computer Engineering, 






 Orientation, 12:30p.m, 
Guadalupe, SU; 












GY:"Preparing  You For A 
Diverse and Technical Society", 
3:30-4:30p.m,  Costanoan 
Room,  
SU. Call 924-3190 
GALA: Poetry 
Reading,  4:30-
6:30p.m, Guadalupe Room. SU. 
Call 236-2002 
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIA 
TION: Meeting
 and Guest Speak-
























Center,  360 S. I 1 th 















Condom Co-op Sale, 10:00a.m-
3:00p.m,  Student Union table 
#6. Call Tomi 924-6204
 
SCHOOL  OF MUSIC: The Listen-
ing Hour, Pianist Steven Bailey, 
12:30-1:15p.m,  Music Building. 
Concert Hall. Call Joan Stubbe 
924-4631  
SIKH STUDENT ASSOCIATION: 
Human Rights Violations in 
India, 7:00-9:30p.m, Costanoan 
Room, SU. 


















 of Life, 
8:00p.m, The University The-
atre. Call Kathy Gutto 924-4555 
SpartaGuide is available to
 SJSU
 
students, faculty and staff organi-
zations for 
free.  Deadline is 5 
p.m., two 
days before publica-
tion. Forms are available at the 
Spartan Daily, DBH 209. 
limited 
space






role in your 









They  affect 
you!  
4 




















































 and Farzana 
Nabi are candidates running 
for the




office  of director of 
ethnic affairs is 
Javier  Zavala 




intercultural  affairs 
are Monica Lun






 Nykoluk are 
both 
running  for the director 
of 
sponsored  programs. 
One of the three 
candidates  
running for 
the  director of 
business 
affairs  is Cherice Ben-
der. 














"This year has 
been a year 
of change. The 
A.S. Board has 
made a lot 
of
 changes," Bender 
said. "I am 
really
 excited about 
keepii ig up that pattern." 
Bender
 believes she has a 
good chance 
of winning the 
election. 




 she said. 
Bender said 
if she does not 
win the election
 she will feel 
disappointed, but
 will be glad 
she tried. 
"Of course I will feel disap-
pointed, at least I have tried to 
make a difference," Bender 
said.
 
AS. Adviser Gary Barnett 
said the elections are 
going  
well so far. 
"I think we 
are  in line with 
our timeline, 
we
 have a large 
group 
of
 students running," 
Bartlett said. 
"It looks 
like  the candidates 
are active, 
so




 out and 










go out and vote. 
"Clubs  and organizations 
should get 








































































their  SJSU 






























 to not be 
held 
responsible,  
and  to pur-
chase and 
have
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ROTC: ROTC fund-raiser 
lets students shoot to win prizes 
JOHN
 LEESPARTAN DAILY 
Cadet Damian Chapa, right, shows sophomore Jeff Chen how to Spring shoot is a target practice fund-raiser designed to offset the 
properly fire a pistol during the ROTC spring shoot Tuesday. cost of the Army ROTC military ball held later this semester. 
From page 1 
ette. A hit in the circle counts 
five points. Participants keep 
their targets. 
A score over 40 
points on the 
rifle or over 25 points on the pis-
tol will automatically win a pnze. 
Prizes range from gift certificates 
for a free beverage at Java Jazz to 
free tax computer programs. 
Other prizes include tickets to 
Raging Waters, and free mem-
berships to a 24-hour health 
club. The prizes are donated. 
The M16A1 rifle used in the 
spring shoot has been converted 
to 
a .22 since the
 range under
 
MacQuarrie  hall is too 
short for 
anything  larger.




"It's a good opportunity
 to 
show






Wiggins said the 
spring  shoot 
and the turkey shoot 




recruit and show students what 
ROTC has to offer. 
"Students  can improve their 
aim for hunting 
season," Ander-
son said. 
Sgt. First Class John Lucas targets in the MacQuarrie 
Hall  basement 
firing  range Tuesday during the spring shoot. 
hprust
 1.3 Emig:nun .11 
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and  centering to 
make 
it easier to create better
 looking 
papers.
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 so you 
don't 
have









you  take 
them  to 
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 ANGELES (AP) 
 A 
Municipal 
Court judge was 
charged  Tuesday 
with vehicular 
manslaughter  and 
other  felony 
counts 
stemming  from an 
acci-
dent  in which a 
female friend 
was killed. 
Judge  Albert J. 




























said that Garcia 
left 
the  scene 
after
 crashing his 
Mercedes-Benz







 in about 
four hours later. 
Garcia,  who is 
unopposed  for 
re-election in June,
 was appoint-
ed to the bench


















 with the 
state  Com-
mission on 
Judicial  Performance 
have said Garcia would
 be sus-
pended with pay if he 
were 
charged
 with a felony. 
Calls to 
the commission on 
Tuesday were not immediately 
returned. 




-manager  of a 
restaurant







 in February that 
Garcia, who is married, began 
dating 
Smith in 1992 during 
a legal separation from his wife.
 
His attempt to break up with 
her during the 
summer  of 1993 
led to a fight in Garcia's judge's 
chambers, and 




Smith told Compton police 
that Garcia had assaulted 
her, but declined to press 
charges, according 




















world  largest 




































Time:  9:00 P.M. 
- 1:00 A.M. 












































 and his wife 
are dedicated 
composters.  
"Organic matters such as 
leaves, lawn







peels and coffee 
grounds 
will 
compost,  go back into the 
earth and make good sweet-




Schiavo  said. 
When former mayor Janet 
Gray -Hayes got in trouble for 
composting in the early '70s, 
Schiavo promised himself that 
he would get composting legal-
ized. 
By 1979 he helped establish a 
compost ordinance under which 
he and other composters were 
exempt from being billed for 
garbage
 
For 14 and 
a half years the 




bill, nor have they put a trash 
barrel at the curbside
 for collec-
tion. 
In July 1993 new regulations
 
were set forth. According to the 
city code, "each residential 
premises in the city shall be pro-
vided solid waste collection ser-
vices at least once per week 
regardless
 of whether the 
premises are occupied and 
regardless of whether solid 
wastes are set out for collection." 
The city is charging for 
garbage services even if 
they  are  
not used or needed. 
"I think I have the right to 
recycle  privately if I 
want  to," 
Schiavo said 
The  50-year -old 
professor 
went to the city
 council with a 
proposal
 for exemption. Schiavo 
proposed that homeowners 
who  
want to be exempt from 
garbage  
billing meet




















trash  per week.
 
The city council 
denied  his 
request with a 7-3 vote. 
Councilwoman 
Charlotte 
Powers  who 




 think the issue 
should
 have 
been  dealt 
with  
when the 
contract  and fee 
struc-
tures were set. 














 city would 




















if you don't 
use any 
water, 
you  still get a 




David  Pandori 
voted  in favor of 
the exemption. 
He said, "I 
don't  think the city 
should 
charge for services that it 
does not
 provide." 
"What Frank is doing is taking 
care 
of trash without
 the need 
for city 
services and the city 








"It seems to me 
that they (the 
city
 council members) should 
give an incentive or some sort of 
encouragement
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slice  must 
be of 
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 
4 
number of people that are going 
to do this is so small," Schiavo 
said.
 
"Professor Schiavo is the epit-
ome of what everyone should be 




 and making 
him pay is 
ludicrous,"  said Dun-
can Egan, A.S.




 still not paid 
his 
garbage bill








city is being trivial. The
 
amount 
of trash that his family
 
actually accumulates can fit in 
the palm 
of one's hand. 
"The first answer
 out of a 
bureaucrat is always no, not yet. I 
don't buy that. We don't have 
progress until somebody's willing 
to fight and, unfortunately, I've
 
wound up being stuck doing the 
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 and transported to Elm-
wcxxi, a women's detention facil-
ity in 
Milpitas. 
Battery is a misdemeanor 
which carries up to a $2,000 fine
 
and a six-month jail sentence. 
-They were 
all participating 
in the fray," Lowe said. 
In the last week there have 
been three other cases of group 
assault around campus. On Sat-
urday
 at 12:30 a.m.. 26 subjects 
were scattered
 by police during 
a tight in lot 




arrived,  one man 
lay 
unconscious.  The 
police  
called for backup from other 
units and from the San Jose 
Police
 Department. 
The crowd of 
students  and 
non -students
 fled as UPI) officer 
Derbyshire arrived on the scene. 
She 
immediately called for back-
up and came to the aid of the 
unconscious man on the 
ground. 
"My 
understanding  is that 
there was a lot of blood around, 
all kinds of stuff," Lt. Lowe said. 
A cadet who arrived shortly 
after Derbyshire reported 
that 
he saw a crowd 
of
 about 30 peo-
ple yelling and pushing. One 
man lay on the 
growls  and six 
to 10 people were 





sciousness and refused medical 
assistance,  Lowe said. 
As Derbyshire turned her 
attention 
to
 the fleeing crowd, 
the injured man 
was led away by 
friends.
 
No arrests were 
made and the 
police failed 
to learn the identi-
ty of anyone  





 two other 
inci-
dents














 six to eight 
people 










 are not 
yet 
available 
on these two 
incidents.  
"From time to 
time there are 
fights on the
 campus, 
but it is 
not usual to 




 so many 
people 
occur  in so 
short  a period 
of
 
time," Lowe said. 
Read all about it 
in the SPARTAN DATLYevery
 day 
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AP)   The 
"three 





































(;arcetti.  "... 
Every 









 we do 
not have 
the 




























 provision to 
vio-
lent criminals 
instead  of all 
felons.
 
He said the 
threat  of a life 
term for a 




 to choose 
trials by 
jury rather




to have a 
tremeisdous 
number of jury tri-
als." 
The law
 covers an 
aas)rtment  
of 500 




opposed  to  
27 crimes 
which  would be 




"I tried to 
speak  as loudly
 and 
clearly as I 








 and over with
 and I will 
enforce
 the law 
because











 the shrinking county 
budget
 has left him with 109 
fewer lawyers than he 
had this 
time last year 
He
 has already 
announced
 
plans to stop prosecuting 
work-
ers compensation fraud, insur-
ance fraud and consumer pro-
tection cases to save resources 
for violent crime cases. 
Many of the three
-strikes 
cases, he noted, could
 wind up 
with deadlocks 
or
 acquittals for 
felons 
facing a third 
conviction  











 are going 
to
 be aware 
of this and some
 of them are 
going to say, 'Wait
 a minute. I 
don't care 











is facing a 
three-
strikes
 sentence if comicted. 
"There  might be 
some doubt 
by 
one  juror  and that 
would be 
enough
 to hang it 
up,"  said 
Garcetti. 
He noted




 to speak on the
 issue 
through  a ballot initiative 
next 
November.  
"If the people 
feel this law 
isn't fair, they will do 
something 
about it," he said. 
But he 
added, "My 
guess  is 
the people of the
 state of Cali-
fornia are so angry 
and so fear-
ful they will pass that law too." 
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WASHINGTON (AP)  A 
powerful Senate Democrat is 
defending  the Clinton adminis-
tration's
 consultations with envi-
ronmentalists  on logging in  
some Northwest forests. 
"I 
have  never believed that it 
was unethical for the 
Forest Ser-
vice to talk to 
U.S.  citizens," said 
Sen. Patrick 
Leahy,  D-Vt., chair-
man
 of the Senate Agriculture 
Committee, which oversees the 
agency's parent Agriculture 
Department. 
"Environmental groups have 
been locked out of some 
impor-
tant Forest Service 
decision
-mak-
ing for far 
too  long," said Leahy. 
He
 also asked that an investi-




 a probe 
requested  by Repub-
lican
 lawmakers who 
suggest 
environmentalists
 had undue 
influence 
on
 logging decisions 
 be 
broadened to look into 
administration 
contacts  with the 
timber industry. 
"If the contacts
 between the 
Forest Service and 
conservation 
organizations 
are to be audited, 
then contacts 
between
 the Forest 
Service
 and industry
 should also 
be audited," Leahy
 said in a 
March 
11 letter to Inspector
 
General 









Press  last month indicate 
the only 
timber  sales being 
allowed on three
 national forests 
in 













James  Lyons, who 
oversees  
the  Forest Service, 
defended the 
consultations  as a 
way to avoid 
environmentalists'
 lawsuits that 
have  blocked
 many timber sales. 
In 
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"the  only 
interest




















this is a 
serious  
breach of trust





deserving  of 
an investigation 
than








had  no 
comment












































NRDC  had veto power,"
 
Kohli said. "We didn't 
get  what 
we were asking for." 
Leahy also questioned Forest 
Service price and bidding prac-
tices for national forest timber. 
He said the agency 
sometimes  
approaches a potential
 bidder to 
inquire whether a certain price
 
will attract a bid.
 
"The 
basis for allowing the
 
timber 








 a full 
review," 












LOS ANGELES (AP)  An 
investigation of 
singer  Michael 
Jackson 
will  wrap up within a 
month, a prosecutor said Tues-
day, and a quick decision
 will 
follow on whether to 
file child 
molestation charges. 
Los  Angeles County
 District 
Attorney Gil 
Garcetti  said his 




ties who have convened a grand 
jury




county is unlikely to 
prosecute  
Jackson 





























 whets a 
teen-age  
boy alleged 
that he was 
molest-
ed by the 
entertainer  for 
five
 
months  in 
1993. 
The boy, 




 Jackson. The 
suit 
was  settled out
 of court in 
January.  The 
settlement  sum 
was not 
disclosed
 but was report-
ed to be 
in

















erland Ranch is 
located in that 
county 
north  of Los Angeles. 
Santa Barbara County officials 
had no 
immediate  comment 
Tuesday.
 
Garcetti was asked about 
progress
 in  the Jackson case dur-



















 before the game against UNLV. The Spartans beat the number one ranked
 team 
78-70.  
With a 14-13 record, the Spartan women have






 Brooks at the 
Thomas & Mack Cen-
ter and 
tells  her that 
she  
did
 well this season
 after 









Wednesday.  March 
16.
 1904 7 
FAR LEFT: The Spartan 
women's basketball team 
joins hands as they do 
before every game. 
LEFT: Guard Dalphne 
Brownson, front, and for-






second free throw took the 
game against New Mexico
 
State into the first of two 





last  few sec-
onds of the












Smith as she 
walks  along 
the
 bench to commend
 each of 
the players





 preparation for 




forward  Danielle 
Mirante, 
left,  and Smith stretch
 
out Smith's
 blouse. They often
 










Spartan [Nth. Staff Writer 
TN.
 last time the SJSU woinen's bas-
ketball tram was over .500 was dur-
i ig the
 1982-83 season. But after a 
14-13 overall record and a 9-9 finish in 
the Big West Conference, the 
women  are 
back
 to respectability 
"What losing does to you, winning 
does the opposite," second-year women s 
coach Karen Smith said. 'This year, the 
players settled down and played the 
game. They knew they could win and 
relaxed down during the rough times." 
Seeded No. 6 in the Big West Tour-
nament, the Spartans played New Mex-
ico State
 a week ago but 
lost
 to the 
Roadrunners, 85-57. Despite the loss, 
Smith was glad the team was there. 
"We felt we could've gone farther, 
but being a seeded team in the Big 
West tournament was great," she saki. 
"Next year, we will know what it's like 
.ttid we won't 
be distracted." 
Senior
 All -Big West 





 has been 
through all the rough times 
during  her 
five years at SJSU. She finished  her career 
the Spartan's third all-time scorer (1,373 
points) and by being on her first winning 
team at SjSU. 
"It's  easier and more fun to play 
when you know you have a chance to 
win," Brooks said. "Before, everybody 
(former players) didn't 
expect  much 
because we were San
 Jose State and we 
had
 not been winning. But I never fell 
into that mold. I was lucky 
because I 
had a chance to 
play  with younger play-
ers who 
were used to winning. We used 
to play not to get blown out. 
This
 year, 
we played to 
win." 
In addition to Brooks, the Spartans 
lose three more seniors
 in Chrissy 
Chang, Bernadette Knight and 
Gretchen Seeley This takes nearly 30 
points
 








 leadership," Smith said of 





on and off the 
court.  The 
two kept us 
in several games. Hulett had 
a great year, and the team was successful 
which was more imixit tan t to her. 
'The same was also with Gretchen. 
They wanted the team to be successful 
rather than just attaining personal 
awards, and 
that




Seeley, a senior guard,
 will miss a lot 
now  that the season 
is  over. 
"I will miss everything
  the team 
atmosphere, 
the camaraderie and the 
feeling
 of belonging," Seeley said. "It 
was great being a senior this year 
because  I was part of a good team that 
had goals to win." 
With the wining season, a bright 
future is in the making for Spartan bas-
ketball. Smith sees more leadership and 
production for Big West All -Freshmen 
team
 member Kan Steele. She also will 
expect more from junior Ladorma Irving 
who will probably be moved to the small 
forward spot. 
Smith also has a strong recruiting 
class coming in. One prospect to look 
out for Gale Dennis who averaged 30 
points per game at Patterson High in 







recruiting  easier. 
We can know tell 
recruits
 that we've 
made the first step in 
turning the pro-
gram around. It's a 




that,  Smith said. 
8 
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$198,000  to 





four or five times apiece. 
"We're having major prob-
lems with our equipment 
already," Reed said. "It s only 
been five years 
since  this build-
ing has been opened." 
The CSU Chancellor's office 
has approved $198,000 from a 
lawsuit settlement to go to fix 
the air-conditioning system in 
the Event Center. The lawsuit, 
settled after mediation for 
$900,000 in SJSU's favor, was 
awarded because of design 
problems by the architects in 
the original construction
 of the 
building. 
The history of 
the  building 
started back in the early 1980s 
when former President Gail 
Fullerton initiated the 
















 pay kw the Event 
Center 
construction.  
At the time the 






 fees might 
be increased 
to












 OW11 concerns at 
the time. 
"I've been in the
 system for 
20 
years and I have never come 
across 
a project that is so 
screwed up," 
Evans said in a 
1988
 Mercury news article. 
"We 





 Boothe, the 
representa-
tive for











































 or why 





 to pay 
for it. 
Our
 fear is that







Board  of 
Directors  
(SUBOD)  
created  a 
policy 
at
 that time, 
stating  that 
student fees 
could  not be 
raised
 
above $40 a 
semester
 to pay for 
the construction





Changes  in 
project  design, 
approved by the 
CSU  Chancel-
lor's office,
 raised the cost of 
the Event
 Center in excess 
of $3 
million
 by 1988. 
These changes 









 Union fee 
hike has gradually
 increased to 
the current rate 
of




 to open in 
the  fall 
of 1988, 
the project fell 
behind  





Albert  Reed stands 
next  to the sound 
equipment 
at the Event Center, 
which  is damaged by 
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lamps to lettering... 
everything  



















































ago, it was 
reported
 that the 
federal
 branch of the
 Occupa-
tional 







































 site having a building
 
greater than two stories or 25 
feet via a net 
or a belt." No 
action was 
taken  directly by the 
government agency, 
nor was 
the accident addressed by the 
construction company. 
The loss of life, the cost over-
runs and the rise in student fees 
all were imminent signs of the 
underlying construction prob-






























 to go 































 that fall 
pro-
tection
 is required 




ning of the 
building.
 
-There is an 
extraordinary 
number of 






















$23.5 million by 
over  $6.5 
million. 
Ron Barrett, executive direc-
tor of the Student Union, pre-
pared a report in 1986, showing 
the Event Center breaking even 
after five years of operation. 
Barrett, who 
has  since re-
evaluated his 
position  on the sit-
uation, claims that the Event 
Center still has a significant 
outstanding
 debt from its cost 
overruns during construction. 
In 
retrospect,
 he realized the 
original figures were inaccurate. 
He said the Event Center 
does break even ifjust
 the rev-
enues and the expenditures are 
considered. 
Barrett said the 
revenues  
have gone 
up and exceeded the 
budget, but that does not 
include the major problems 
that still wait to be repaired. 
According to Buulacchi, the 
Event Center is having prob-
lems trying to make enough 




The $38 increase in fees was 
originally intended to cover the
 
operating costs of the building, 
including salaries and standard 
upkeep.
 
With the declining student 
enrollment, the Event Center is 
facing a reduced budget. The 




nance work or the costly 
repairs. 
Cracks in the cement of the 
two outer stairwells need to be 
sealed to stop leaking into the 
building. 
The sealing of the cement 
was not completed by the con-
struction company who built 
the stairwells.
 
Attempts were made to 
contact the Monterey based 
architectural  firm Hall, 
Goodhue, Haisley and Barker, 
contractor, 
but it was 
The steam pipes in the mechanical room 
leak steam because of inadequate 
ventilation and



















































mart  be et 









































Etthhipdsses issued on the spot, 
unavailable for comment. 
The SUBOD has already 
allo-
cated $198,000 of the lawsuit 
settlement for the
 repairs to the 




 has been set 
aside to 
replace
 the sound 
room equipment 
Another
 $15,000 will 
be
 
spent to seal the ceiling of the 
sound room, which was sup-






The handrails along both 
stairwells need to be replaced 
because they are too wide to 
firmly grip. 
The inner cement flooring 
needs to be replaced because of 
major cracks that could become 
potential safety hazards. There 
were no expansion 
joints
 
placed in the cement, which
 
help to alleviate cracking. 
With all of these problems 
plaguing
 the Event Center, it is 
likely that SJSU students will 
have to pay for the repairs in 
the form of higher student fees. 
Maintenance supervisor for 
SUREC,  Albert Reed, believes 
the repairs to the Event Center 
need to be addressed
 as soon as 
possible. 
"The main problem is 
a lot 
of things need to be taken care 
of," Reed said. 'The longer we 
wait, the more it's damaging 
the equipment and the more 




















effluent lake's seismic 
safety 
CARSON CITY (AP)  Dou-
glas County and Carson 
City  offi-
cials
 want more information on 
the earthquake strength of an 
Alpine County, Calif., dam built 
to hold Tahoe sewage. 
The $16 million, 39 -acre foot 
Harvey Place Dam, located near 
Woodfords, was completed in 
1989 under terms of a deal 
between South Tahoe Public 




But the dam was built along 
the active Genoa Fault, which a 
1982 engineering report said has 
the potential for a magnitude 7.5 
earthquake  a major quake 
capable of widespread, 
heavy  
damage. 
If the dam burst, its contents 
could 
flow down Indian Creek 
and into the 
Carson River  
and 
downstream  through Dou-
glas 
County, Carson City and 
other Nevada areas along the 
river's path. 
Douglas County Commission 
Chairman  Dave Pumphrey said 
it would be worthwhile
 to ask 




"I'm certainly going to 
oper-
ate on the assumption that the 
engineers knew what they  were 
doing, but if there is evidence 
Sex church not 
exempt  
from
 pandering laws 
LOS 
ANGELES (AP)  A 
self-proclaimed  priestess who 
claimed
 her religion required
 
her to 
have  sex with parishioners 
is 
not  exempt from state pander-
ing and 
prosecution laws, a 
judge  ruled Tuesday. 
Mary Ellen Tracy, leader of 
the 
Church
 of The Most High 
Goddess,
 and husband Will 
Tracy,
 claimed they were victims 




denied  their motion 
for a summary judgement in the 
couple's
 lawsuit against District 
Attorney 
Gil  Garcetti. Flier ruled 
that the 
Tracys
 had no standing 
to challenge the law. 
Mrs. Tracy,




 convicted in 1989 
of pandering
 and prostitution. 
She  acknowledged having sex 
with 
adherents  of her church 
and receiving money, which she 
said was given as a church offer-
ing. 
She served five months in jail 
and her husband served six 
months after being convicted of 
operating a house of ill repute. 
Mrs. Tracy said Tuesday that 
Flier's ruling deprived her and 
her husband of their religious 
freedom.
 
"It just completely 
annihilates  
the religion, which
 is exactly 
what the
 arresting officer 
claimed he was 
going to do back 
in 1989," she  said. 
In the lawsuit, the Tracys 
claimed they could continue
 
operating their church under 
the federal 
Religious  Freedom 
Restoration 
Act,
 passed by Con-
gress  last year.
 
The couple argued that new 
revelations brought their 
church  
under 
the  act. 
They did 
not  elaborate on the 
revelations. 
Deputy District Attorney Mar-
ion Douglas said there was noth-
ing in the Tracys' lawsuit that 
indicate
 a change in the basic 









Carson City Supervisor Greg 
Smith also 





 Carson City 
got  a 
stiff fine 
recently
 when some 
pipes broke at 
the  Eagle Valley 
Golf
 Course, which 
uses effluent 
to irrigate the 
course.  
"We got a 
$25,000 fine for 
pipes 




made  its way 
into  the Carson 
River,"  he said. 
"Yeah,
 it's a big 
deal.  It wasn't 
that 
much water 
either.  I could 
imagine
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 said the 
same
 band of 





















Harp  Hein, chairman






 been kidnapped 
for 
Accival,
 was seized from 
his  car ransom in 
the past two 
years,  
Monday
 as he was being
 driven 
bringing
 calls for 
police  crack-
to 
work,  local news 
reports  said. 
downs.  Harp's 
disappearance  
A source dose
 to the investiga- 





social unrest in 
Mexico  following 
Harp was 
kidnapped by 
Mexi-  an uprising 
by
 poor Indians in 



















 will act 
against anyone 
who stands in 
the 
way  of South  
Africa's  first all-
race 











where  the South 
African gov-
ernment and the 
ANC worked 
together





















the many extravagant govern-
ment structures on which Man-
gope had spent money at 
the 
expense of his 
impoverished  
people. 
The crowd was the largest 
ever to attend a political rally at 
the 
stadium, showing the ANC 
enjoys much 
broader
 support in 
Mmabatho, the homeland capi-
tal, than Mangope ever had. 
"My mere presence here is 
proof that in Bophuthatswana 
there is now free political activi-
ty," Mandela said. Throughout 
the day, ANC banners had been 
posted around Mmabatho, the 










nukes no cialm tot 
products or 
services advertieed below nor Is 
there any guarantee Implied. The 
clarified coheres of the Spartan 
Dory consist of paid admiring 
rid offerings
 are not approved or 
verified by the newspaper. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
BE A FRIEND! 
Caring  and friendly volunteers 
needed to help individuals 





Gain practical experience for 
psychology, social
 work, OT, 
nursing
 or related fields. 






DOYOU LOVE BABES &TOWERS? 
Nonprofit Family Service Assoc. is 
looking for daytime volunteers to 
provide childcare for up to 4 hours 
a week while their mothers attend 
counseling sessions in 
dovehown  
San Jose. Tue. 
10am   3pm., Wed. 
9an- Noon, Thur. 5:30pm  8pm. 
Call 











ADRENAUNE  111111 
Experience 
the  thrill of free 
falling 
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area's 
only 
skydiving
 center. Come join 
us 
for a tandem 
jump and enjoy your 
first skydive
 with only 45 minutes 
of
 training. For the true thrill seek-






yourself  on the 
fastest road 
to becoming a 
certified skydiver, 
starting  with a sot 
hour
 class and a 
mile  long freefall 
the same 
day.
 Videos of your 
jump 
also
 available. Owned and 
operati  
ed by SJSU 
students
 and grads. 
For more info call 
(510)634.7575.  




Spend  50 mins doing
 3 brief 
questionnaires













 or support 
group call 
Azalee for info 
1-800763.1177.  
LOSE UP TO 
15

















 no charge. 
SAVE 


































Jet Ski,  
Motorcycle,
 
Boat,  Home 
owners 
Insurance.  
"Alumni"  serving 
'Students" 
...Talk 



















































Also  open 



























class Sp. '94! Lisa Cordoni, 
Jenni Copeland, 
Susan  Halter. 
Erin 
Kelley,  Michelle Stover. 
Katy Hebert, Gen 
Ramirez,  
Emily Rosenthal, 
Jodie Schmidt,  
Talli 
Dahlberg,  Jennifer Tietgens, 
&
 km
 & AGE to 
my Lil Sis, Dane Kohl!
 





 $2 50 
for yourself 
plus up to $500 for your club) 
This fundraiser costs 
nothing 
and lasts one week. 
Call now and receive 
a free 
gift. 




It Day Camp in SF is hiring 
instructors
 for riding, swim, 
rowing,
 fishing, canoeing and 
group counselors. Exper./refs. 
and excel.
 drive rec. Send resume 








 registering for 
experienced 
professionals  for 
clerical positions. 
BENEFITS: 
 Weekly Pay 
 Pad Vacations 





 Flexible Hours 
AFPLY
 TODAY OR SEM) A FRIEMY 
3208 Scott Md. Saha Oars 
C.AW:Cro4. 
4037270462 / ENO, 408,727-3064 
Equal




 with DD adults. 6 mo exp. 
$6./hour.
 Fremont. 5102250505. 
COMPUTER TECHS - TANDEM 
1. Hardware techs experienced 
w/unix, 
workstations  & networks. 
2. Software techs experienced 
w/compiler languages, unix & 
SQL data bases. and X -terminal 
systems. Part-time school year, 
full-time other. Top pay. Contact 
Dick 
Sillan,  924-3928. Leave 
message and send resume 
to room Eng. 491 box. 
PART.TIME SALES REP. Work 
flexible hours. Earn salary plus 
commission selling Encyclopaedia 
Britannica product line at retail 
stores. Training provided. Call 
Larry at 289-1220. 
$7.
 
-1111./  HOUR 
Driver must have own car, Ins. 
Ch. DMV. FT/PT
 flex hrs. Ned to 
campus. Great PT job for student. 
Pine A Go 
Go
 
117 E San Carlos at 3rd ST. 
SWIM INSTRUCTORS WANTED 
to teach lessons at private 









 All shifts. 
Apply 
Mon -Fri. Bamkpm. 
5550 



















 for both 















 available,  
flexible  schedule 
does not 






t un it ies available
 with our 20 











 408/257-7326 to 
discuss your
 interest & 
availability.  
Nazi collaborator
 to be 
tried  for war  
crimes  
EgPARIS
 (AP) - The 
embodiment of one of 
the darkest periods in 
French history, former Nazi 
collaborator Paul Touvier on 
Thursday becomes the first 




Now nearing 79 and riddled 
with cancer, Touvier was a key 
aide during World War II to 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
wanted for Associated Students 
Leisure Services on 
campus.  Must 
be a current student, available to 
work between 12  20 hrs/wk 
(flexible, can work around your 




deperdng on previous experience. 
Apply by Mar. 25 In the Students 
Activities Office. For more 
info,  
please pick up a position 
announcement  in the Student 
Actaities Office or call 9245950. 
SECURIT6 $7.00 TO $12.00/al. 
Security / 
Control  Center  / EMT's 
Weekly Pay 
Checks.  
Medical  / Dental / Vacation Pay. 
Full-time or Part-time. 
Sites Mt.VIew/Milpitas/SJ/S Clara 
No 
experience  Necessary. 
Day shift starts: 6, 7 or 8 am. 
Swing shift starts: 3 or 4 pm. 
Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pm. 
Apply: Sam - 5prn. Mon.- Fri. 
Vanguard Security 
Services  
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara. 
HIRING SUMMER
 MANAGEMENT 
NOW) College Pro Painters, 
established in 1971. Outlet 
Manager positions available 
in Northern 
California.  Average 
summer profit $8,000. Call  
1-800.392-1386 for info. 
MANAGERS (SEASONAL). 
Looking for two highly motivated, 
aggressive, 
reliable  people to 
manage 'Airbrush T-shirt' and 
"Ride Photo" concessions at local 
amusement park. P/T weekends 
in spring & fall, F/T during summer. 
Minimum 
of 2 yrs 
supervisory
 or 
management experience in a 
retail environment 
required.  If you 
have excellent communication 
and organizational
 skills, call 
1-800-822-5565 Ref: PGAMM. 
Certain advertisements In 
thew creme may refer 
the reeds' to specific 





readers should be reminded 
that, 
when  making these 
further contacts, they 
should require compere 
Information before sending 
money for 
goods  or ser-




firms °Nark& employment 
listings or coupons for 





 it be great to be a 
student & earn 2-4k net?  Its
 
possible. An environmentally 
conscious co. is looking
 for highly 
motivated individuals. If you're one, 
call
 for 
an appointment at 
408727-6190  or 510.745-8681. 
EARN GREAT MONEY! 
Environmental company 
expanding in the Bay Area 








ALASKA FISHERIES Summer 
employment. Earn up to 815.000. 
this 
summer  in canneries, proces-
sors, etc. Male/female. No exp. 
necessary. Room/board/travel 
often provided) Guaranteed  suc-
cess) (919)929-4398 ext. A181. 
AA 
CRUISE &TRAVEL Employment 
Guide. Earn big SO 
+ travel the 
world free) (Caribbean, Europe. 





Free student travel 
club member-



















ext.  M3041. 
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! 
Many positions. Great benefits. 
Call 1-803436-4365 ext. R3310. 
HOUSING
 
1920'S 1 BDRM. APARTMENT. 
Unique! Parking, hardwood, yard. 
Financially
 
responsible,  clean 
quiet & sober. Single 
occupancy.
 
8575. + deposit. 551 S. 6th St. 
Mike 
292-3239.  






 Secure Parking 
 Close In 
 Modem 
Building 
 Free Basic Cable service 
 Laundry Room 
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St. 
(408) 295-6893. 
BRAND NEW EVERYTHING! 
Be the first to occupy thee 
newly upgraded units. Studios, 
one and two bedrooms 
from 
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU. 
Parking. Cable ready. Ask about 
move  In bonus. $400. dep. 
No pets. 55 South 6th St. 
408-292-5174. 
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT. 





incl. D.W. & 
disposal. A/C. 
Neutral carpet, intercom entry.
 
gated  covered parking, 
laundry
 








780 S. 110 STREET APTS. Large 
2 bdrm./2 
ba. $695. -$745. /mo. 
Responsive management.
 Walk or 
ride
 bike to school. Very clean. 
roomy  & remodeled. Secured 
entrance. Laundry
 facilities. Cable 
TV. Ample parking. Call 288-
9157. 
2 BORM./2 





share pool -side apt.
 w/3 other 
SJSU 
females.  $275.+1/4 
A/C, jacuzzi, 
gym.





 Minutes from 
San Jose 
State. Spacious 2 
bdrm.
 apts. with 2 full baths. 




Swimming  pool, saunas, 
weight room & club house. 
Quality














 over the past decade. 
Revelation by revelation, the 
wartime generation and its chil-
dren have learned
 how deeply 
and willingly many 
French citi-
zens were involved in the out-
rages of the Nazi 
occupation.  
FOR RENT -1 
BORE
 CONDO near 
Shads 










SERVICES   






Job listings, job search 
assistance, job fairs, career 




 info. Register for the 
24 hour job hotline. 























 no recovery. 
BEH7ADI LAW OFFICES 






STUDENT MASSAGE! 23 year 
old offers healthy, full body 
Physical 
Therapy  Massage 
Minorities encouraged too. 
Myself: Honest & nice appearance. 
Page 
552-0885  for callback 
from Robert. Males only. 
MEN & WOMEN- BARE IT ALL! 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop 
shaving,  waxing, tweezing or 
using chemicals. Let us perma-
nently remove your unwanted hair. 
Back - Chest 
Lip- Bikini - Chin - 
Tummy etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 price if made before June 30, 
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17, 
Campbell











students  wishing 
to excel at guitar or bass. All 
levels and styles 
apply:
 Beginning, 
Intermediate, and advanced in 
jazz, rock, fusion,  blues, funk, 
reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at 
408298-6124.  
EXPERENCED EDITOR WIL POUSH
 
your essay, report, proposal. 
thesis, or letter till it shines! Your 
success depends upon the quality 
of your writing. Call Dave Bolick, 
510-601-9554. VISA/MASTER-
CARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K. 
lei 
}lineally,  the 
trial  con-
cerns 





 Sch lusse man , 
Prock and an 
unknown
 victim. 
They were lined 
up and shot 
on Touvier's 
orders
 50 years 
ago on 
behalf of the pro
-Nazi 
Vichy regime
 that ruled France 
during the 
Nazi occupation. 







 - U.N. 
nuclear 
inspectors  left 
North Korea on 
Tuesday  
without checking everything they 
wanted, and the Pyongyang 
regime threatened
 to again halt 
inspections over
 a dispute with 
Washington. 
The communist government 
accused the United States of fail-
ing to live up to an agreement to 
hold talks on improving relations 
in return for North Korea allow-
ing U.N. inspections to 
resume.  
Talks had been scheduled to 
start in Geneva on Monday. But 
Washington has said negotiations 
will not begin until
 North Korea 
and South Korea work 
out an 
exchange of high-level envoys 
and the U.N.
 nuclear agency 




tions of its nuclear
 facilities by 
the International Atomic Energy 
Agency a year ago, fueling wor-
ries it was trying 
to produce 
atomic weapons. The North 
Koreans denied working on such 
arms.
 
After long negotiations with 




tions, North Korea permitted 
inspectors from the U.N. agency 
















Swedish or sports 
massage.  








 own probe or disposable. 
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose. 
24T-7486. 
YOUR 
UNCLE OWES YOU MONEY 
If Uncle Sam has a refund for you. 




federal tax return at Mx Walks &Co. 
For a 
low $60. you can get 
your  
refund
 in as soon as 2 weeks. 
Call 280-5690 for your 85 now! 
SO% DISCOUNTI 
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish. 
Enhance your natural beauty! 
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows. 
Expires June 1st, 1994. 
408.3794500 
Hair Today
 Gone Tomorrow 










Free message (800)666-GRAD.  
TUTOR 








408-297-8419 alter 7 pm, except 




WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO? 
Haw ad. Mex,co, Europe? 
Call  for low air fares. 
Great low 
prices
 for cruises too! 
Make your vacation pans now. 
Call Arlene 408-997-3647. 
SPRING BREAK '94 
San Diego,  
California
 
Packages as low as $75.00! 
Call today 1-800-255-5791. 





Call for program description! 
AIRHITCH eth 
1-800-397-1098. 









 at an alarming 
rate. 
Cash in on this money
 making 






a year legitimate industry. 
'No gimmicks'.
 Learn how you 
can earn as much as $50.000. 
within the next 3 
months.  
HURRY! Please send 85.00, 
for an Informational packet. to 
L.J. Marketing. P.O. Box 10429 
San Jose, CA 95157,0325. 
CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS!!! 







corporate financial aid goes 
unclaimed each
 year. Why? 
People don't know where or how 
to apply for it. 
Learn  how to tap 















FREE  informative 
booklet) 24 hour recording! 
Call now! 
Toll Free! 
1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210. 
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing. 
Theses,
 term papers, group 
projects.













EXPERIENCED Word Processor. 
Retired
 
secretary.  Let me 
do 
the typing!! Resumes,  
term 
papers, theses. etc. Grad 
& 









 Call Anna at 
972-4992.
 






Term Papers. Resumes, etc. 
EXPERT
 WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science


































Papers,  Nursing & 
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters. 
Manuscripts. etc. 
WordPerfect  5.1. 
HP Laser
 II. Al formats, speciakeng 





 editing. Free disc 





and  prompt 
service. To avoid disappointment, 
call
 now 





Syr Mincer 10% Per Reimer 
I SPECIALIZE  IN TYPING FOR ENG. 











PROFESSIONAL  Experience. 
Typng & transcription for 
























WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. 
West San JoseiCupertno 51 -5 -
Term papers
 















SUZANNE,  446-5658  
I ilATE 
TO TYPEI 
If this got 
your  attention, give your-
self a break. Let me do 
it
 for you! 
Pick
 up and deiivery - $1.00. 





spaced page / 5 00 
Cash only.
 Call Julie  998e 
ri:_ur.  
HAYWARDFREMONTUNION CRY 
Wordprocessing and typ,iri 
All work 





 Al A . 
MLA, and Turabian 
formats:
 




5.1.  Laser 
printer.
 Call me 
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm 




















Tables, Graphs. & Char:, 










IntetertIonsl Students Welcome 
10 
minutes
 horn campus, 
DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERT1SING THAT WORKS! 
Print your ad here. Line















 ELFIOLII  IL 








3 lines $5 $7 
4 lines
 $6 $11 
5 liner 
$7 $9 
II lines $11 $10 
$1 

























After tho Nth day, rata Inararmara by $1 per day. 
First 
line
 (25 spaces) in bold for no extra charge 
Up to 5 
additional  words available in bold for $3 
each 
SEMESTER RATES  
 3-9 lines: $70,  10-14 lines: $90. 
15-19




















- Los! and Found 
- Services 
 Classified desk is located in Gimght 
Bente' Hall Room 209 















 dates only MI 
No
 refunds
 on cancelled ads 
Tutoring  
 QUESTIONS?
 CALL (409) 9244277 
- Word 
Processing  
Send check or money order to: 

partan DaNy Classifieds 
San Jose State University, 




 March 16. 1994 





a sibling gives a possi-
ble match of one in four. 
"We want to encourage
 peo-
ple
 to get tested because they 
will be helping their own ethnic 
group," Chin said. 
Only two tablespoons of 
blood is needed to determine 
the Human Leukocyte Antigen 
(HL) type. HLAs are inhented 
characteristics that are used to 
match donors to recipients. 
Students must fill out a con-
sent form and a medical review 
form before the blood is taken. 
The process takes 15 minutes. 
After this drive, the donor's 
HLA tspe is entered into the 
NMDP database. If 
a prelimi-
nary match is 
determined, 
donors  will be contacted for 
more blood tests. These
 tests 
determine if the 
match  is close 
enough and then the 
person 
must make a final consent 
to the 





needle inserted in the back of 
the pelvic bone, which draws
 the 
marrow out with a syringe. The 






the donor's marrow within two 
weeks.  
Soreness in the 





 to a week.  
"I know
 there is a big 
need so 
I want to 
do






major,  said. "A little mar-
row out
 of your hie isn't 
much
 
to ask to 
save  a life. 
According to Chin, last year 
212 donors were 
found  as a 
result of the 
drive.  At the end of 
the day on Tuesday, approxi-
mately 100 potential donors had 
been tested at the drive. 
The drive began on Tuesday 
and will continue today 
from
 
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. in the 
Umunhum 
Room



























ness. He will be truly missed. He 
and Reed together really built up 
the department with their own 
two hands," Helprin said. 
"Professionally, he can't be 
replaced. But it goes much fur-
ther than professionally. 
He brought a light. He was 










quakes  on the June 7 ballot 
SACRAMENTO (AP)  
Go. 
Pete Wilson signed legislation 
Tuesday which will ask voters to 
decide in the June 7 primary 
whether the state will issue $3.9 
billion in new bonds for colleges, 




signed the measures, the 
result 
of an agreement he negotiated 
with legislative leaders, just a day 
after the package was approved 
by the Assembly and Senate. 
Wilson urged 
passage  of the 
bonds 
"recognizing  
that it is a 
perfectly 
proper thing
 for those 
who will 
use those 










 use of 
credit for
 a public 
purpose."  





 are not 


























 The rest 
would 








also  signed nearly 
$2
 
billion worth of education bonds 
 about $1 billion for public 
schools and $900 million for col-
leges  later in the day with no 
ceremony. 
His  office announced 
that action. 
The signings bring to 
nearly  
$6 billion the total  
amount of 
bonds on the June ballot. In 
addition to the bond bills 
approved by Wilson, voters also 
will decide a $1.9 
parks  bond 




two other quake -related 
bills. 
One
 would give tax relief 
to 
homeowners who suffered 
quake 







California voters have become
 






by the state. 
Since 1982,
 voters have con-
sidered 63 
bond  measures, 
approving  49 worth $22.5 
billion 
and rejecting 14, 
said Shirley 
Washington, a spokeswoman for 
the 
secretary of state's office. 
Between
 June 1982 and 
November 
1988,  voters rejected 
only one bond  
a $1 billion 
transportation
 pi oposal  and 
approved 37. 
But in 1990, the 
year  the 
recession began, voters rejected 
12 of the record 21 that were 
offered. Despite the rejections, 
the dollar amount approved rose 
to $6.24 billion. In 1992, in the 
depths of the recession, only 
four bonds faced voters  
and 
three of those 
were  rejected. 
Secretary
 of state spokes-
woman Caren Daniels -Meade 
said information on the quake -
schools bonds would 
appear in a 
supplemental ballot 
pamphlet.  
The deadline for the main 
ballot  
pamphlet was passed last month, 
she said. 
Several 
Democrats,  including 
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown, 
D-San Francisco, wanted to pay 
the state's quake costs with a 
temporary quarter -cent
 increase 
in the state sales tax. That was 
what was done
 after the 1989 
Loma Prieta quake
 hit the San 
Francisco area. 
But Wilson and 
legislative 
Republicans said they would not 
support any tax increase. Wilson 
and
 the top four legislative lead-
ers last week reached agreement 
to put 












Jeff $5  self doecribed bleak I.111.1 
of!.,... off beet look et the world 
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7:30pm - 10:00pm 
Pealed by &ISO AmmeNod %Wm. 
PHIL VAN TEE 
sIsed.p comedy char.., 
Is eroaderfelly toecaber. til maid 
Solo the Adelame Pesti, 
elleeds  
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they specificelly 
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APR. 20 1; 
PHILADELPHIA
 
APR. 27 wir. 
it's 
just empty. He cared about 
the 
program, and he cared 
about the 
students." 
Another faculty member 
Robin Lasser will not only 
remember Cruz's professional 
talents,
 but will miss him for 
his endearing personality. 
"Eric's the kind of guy that 
any time you had a question, 
he was right
 there to answer it. 
I'm pregnant and a couple days 
ago, I came up to him and 
said,  
'Eric I feel like I'm having 
contractions. Do you think 
I'm having contractions?' Then, 
I looked at him and said, 
'How would he know?' I'm 
so
 
used to Eric sort 
of
 being able to 
answer 




 just been a 
really
 positive force in the 
photo  department. Without Eric,
 
nothing runs. I 




were also in disbelief. 
Amy Sheridon, who 
graduat-
ed in May 1993 as 
a photography 
major, said Cruz




 dedicated much of his 
spare
 time into the department. 
"The photography 
depart-
ment has lost a great member. 
Because of him this lab is just so 
great,"  she said, trying to hold 
back her tears. 




put together a 
new 








 won't be 
quite as 
fun," 
Estabrook  said, 
explaining
 
the absence of 




unmarried,  is 
survived by his 
father,  step-moth-
er and three sisters. 
A 
memorial  





 the campus 
Spartan





 will also 
be 
held on 
Friday  at 7 
p.m.  at 
The Bank 




































Attend the FREE 
lecture
 with 










































From the animators 
of The Simpsons. 
Featuring the voices of 
Jason Alexander, Tim Curry, 
Nancy Travis and Dweezil Zappa. 


















































How do I get
 a Discount 
at Spartan Bookstore? 
Vote on March 16 











 at the 
Spartan  
Bookstore  good for anything 
but 
computers, textbooks,









up your coupon 
when
 you vote! 
ro Serve all Students 
Revenue
 Sharing 
Students are allowed to 
allocate  
$2
















 at the polling 
























Academic  Senate 
This semester I have had the privilege
 of serving on the Academic Senate. I am 
your  











structured  classroom 
could
 
offer.  This is a 
great  





environment.  As a student, you are 
the  learner. There are no mistakes.
 
I am a 
re-entry  student  in my
 second 
semester at SJSU. My first
 semester






studying. Going to 
class,  working,  
and  coming home was 




experience. I had  to get involved! 
I 
did,
 and now I am really 
involved.
 All those feelings of not 
belonging are gone. 
I am an 
active
 participant in my "community".
 I would encourage each and 
everyone  
of you to 
volunteer  a little or a lot of your 





Join the Academic Senate 
and  Help Shape SJSU Policy 
My name 
is 
Kofi  Weusi-Puryear 
and I'man
 Academic Senate Student Senator. The Academic Senate is the policy board 




president.  We affect almost every aspect of 
university  operations
 and 
student life. We are 
currently making 
decisions  about the 
campus bicycle policy, smoking 
policy,  athletic gender 






























can have a great
 influence
 on the 





students  know 
about  the 
Academic  
Senate  or how to 
join. Currently I'm the only student running for 3-4 open student 
senatorial seats. Please,  don't
 let these opportunities for the 
student  body go  to waste. Join the
 Academic Senate by applying 
with the 




 You can gel an application in the 
Associated  
Students  Office located on 
the  
3rd floor of the Student
 Union. 
You don't
 have to 
commit
 to being a full
 fledged senator. 
You  can also join 
one 
of a myriad of committees with 
empty  
positions.
 These include the Board of 
GeneraJ  Studies, which oversees the 
irrplementation of GE requirements.
 BOGS is 
also putting together
 a task 











 Studies task force, go to the 
Associates
 Students Office 
or








924-2447  or 





 make and 






 it. More 
importantly  the 
student
 body 











































































dates are subject to change 
This  
semester's  fun
 is not 
over!
 Try

































 it - shop
 and 
compare














for  you at our 
office 
located  in the 
Old 
Cafeteria,



















































16th & 17th, 
1994 
The 
Associated  Students and the A.S. Election 
Board  is not 
responsible  for typos 
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A.S. PRINT 
SHOP CUSTOMER SURVEY 
The 
Associated
 Student Print 
Shop
 is consid-
ering the purchase of new self-service
 pho-
tocopiers, 




help  us to meet your needs by 
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Would  you prefer to continue to 
pay  
.5a 
per copy and use the
 older model copiers 
or would you 
prefer to have newer copiers 
and pay 64 per copy? 
(Check 
one below) 
J Pay 6c for newercopiers. 
J 
Pay  54 for older machines. 
Would  you continue 
doing  business with 
us if 






J I would do business here if prices 
were raised to 6a. 
J I would 
not do business here if 
prices were raised to 6c. 
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO MAKE 
ANY  OTHER 
COMMENTS OR 










Director of Academic Affairs 
Marilyn Charell 
Senior, Recreation 




the Director of Academic Affairs. I was elected by the current Associated Students
 
Board at the end of the Fall 
semester.  
I have focused on changing policy 
regarding  Academic Renewal. I am working with another committee member to bring 
resolution
 to 
the table. I am committed to accomplishing this goal by the end of this 
semester.  
lam an action -oriented person interested in student welfare at San 
Jose  State. As a re-entry student, I bring compassion and experience 
to this position. I look forward to 
serving your needs this next term. 
Director
 of Business Affairs 
David 
Cappelloni  
Sophmore, Business Administration 
I have been attending San Jose 
State for two years now. lam currently an Executive Board member for Delta Sigma Pi, Professional 
Business Fraternity in the College of Business. I am Vice -President for
 Professional Activities. I also am involved in the Finance Rela-
tions committee. I am a Sophmore majoring in Business Administration
 with a concentration in Management Information Systems. I 
have worked  for SJSU for the last two years in Clark Library & the Event 
Center
 Sport Club. I now work part time at Pacific Western 





STATEMENT TURNED IN 
Cherice Bender 
Senior, Criminal Justice 
I have been attending San Jose State University for 4 years and I have been involved in several organizations on campus. As a member 
of the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity I have held many offices including Treasurer, President, and Vice President. While holding the office 
of Treasurer I handled a $65,000/yr. budget and designed a computer assisted program to track all budgeting inflows, and outflows. As 
President of the Joe West resident hail! became familiar with 
the resident life and University policy. These offices have helped me gain 
experience as well as knowledge in the areas of conducting a meeting, delegatin responsibility, judicial matters, balancing budgets, and 




Junior, Administration of Justice 
lam
 a 
twenty -two-year-old junior majoring in Administration of Justice with a double minor in Spanish and African Studies. 
lam
 
pleased to have this opportunity to run for the SJSU Director of Business Affairs Associated Student Position. 
In the last four years! have taken a very active role in the 
enhancement
 of San Jose State's campus and surrounding community. In an 
attempt to service the 
university I have established ties with many student organizations and SJSU faculty. My years of 
experience  with 
various student groups has also given me invalueable experience with the A.S. Budget process. 
On 
February  25, 1992 I received special recognition from the Spartan Daily 
newspaper for my campus involvement. In May of 1992 I 
received a Campus Diversity award from the Dean of Applied Arts and Sciences. 
lam
 pleased 
to say that I have noticed a positive progressive change in A.S. 
over the past three years. I look forward to being a part of 




Sophmore, Envirnomental Studies 
My name is Mike Yaghmai.
 I am a sophmore majoring in 
Environmental Studies, minoring





part-time at the 
Information  Center of the 
Student
 Union. There I provide 
academic  and non-academic 
information  to the students of 
San Jose 
State  University as well as the 
general public. I spend most 
of my time on campus. Some
 of my hobbies are playing 
the guitar, 
learning
 about music, participating 
in
 school activities and socializing
 on my spare time. As you 
can see, lam always in constant
 
contact with the 




work,  and I feel 
like





of this school by 
expressing
 the concerns of the 
students.  
The Associated Students and the AS Election
 Board 
is 
not  responsible for typos or
 errors























Surrey  Sr. 
Born in 
Boston  
Massachusetts  in 1960. 
Moved to California
 in 1976. 








 work force to help 
with  the family business.
 Also held other 
positions  in several major 




Valley  College Pleasant 
Hill Ca. Major 
Administration  of Justice, while
 at DVC I held various








Representative  the students  on 
several
 campus 
committees;  Student 
Services  92-93
 & 93-94 
Budget Oversite
 92-93 






 for Distinguished 
Academic  Performance at a 
two-year  college 1992. 
National Deans list 
1993.,  Alpha Gamma Sigma Honor Society 91-92 
&92-93  & 93-94. 
I am dedicated to assisting
 others and therefore one of 
my goals is to be involved in 
student







My name is John Edward 
Mountain.  I am a 5th year senior 
at
 San Jose State University and my 
major is psychology. I came to San
 Jose 
State on a football scholarship 
two years ago from Fullerton College 
where I was team captain both years. 
Last season, I was the 
Spartan's starting fullback. 
have lived 
in
 Tustin for most of my life with my 
mother, father, and sister (Carroll, 
Mike and Karen). My mother is 
currently  working 
with "United
 We Stand" and
 S.O.S. (Save 
Our State). 
Statewide, she
 is second in 
command
 for the S.O.S. program. My father
 works
 
construction and I sometimes
 feel like he is a work-aholic because
 of the long hours he puts in. MY 
sister
 is currently attending Rancho 
Santiago College in Santa Ana. She is planning to transfer to Cal State Fullerton next year. 
My personal interests have 
always been sports, but I also enjoy 
mountain
 biking, bungee 
jumping,
 and running. I plan
 on becoming a 
collegiate football coach after I graduate from 
San Jose State University. 
Director of 
Sponsored  Programs 
Matthew D. Murray NO STATEMENT TURNED IN 
Cory "Corndog" 
Nykoluk 
Being immensely student and 
campus
 oriented, I have been a resident 
advisor 
for the 
past  2 1/1 years 
after  being a Markham Hall 
resident  my first year here. I was on the SJSU Ski Club 
Team  for the starting year and been
 apart 
of
 the SJSU Ice Hockey Team for the 
past three. Last semester, I 










Board and have been a 
major 
contributor  to our campus identity 
since
 then. With all 
my
 
experience  in the 
different areas of SJSU, I would 
have
 thought this 
position was designed 
especially  for myself. If 
elected,
 it would be easy for me 
to fill the seat, so you 
would be getting the 
best  pos-
sible candidate; I would 

















up in Mountain 
View, I lived in Los 





 Cupertino.  
I was named 
Kofi,  the 
name  
given to 
males  born on Friday by 




the  west coast of Africa. 






student  I have 
believed
 in service above myself. I 
was a member




two  and 
a half years, while earning 
an
 Associate 
Degree  in Computer
 Science. I 
was also
 very politically 
active 







University  in New
 Orleans. I am seeking a 
Masters in Computer 




























 Students is the 
representative 
body for the 
students of SJSU. 
Representa-
tion starts with
 student leaders 
committed
 to 
serving  and representing
 all of the students. 
With over three
 years of involvement on cam-
pus, I have the 
experience  and the working 
knowledge that will
 allow me to be an effec-
tive student advocate. 
The Associated Students needs to work more 
interactively with 
the student body and 
should open itself
 up to more participation 
by students. 
I plan to start a major recruit-
ment drive to bring
 more students into stu-
dent government. Asa working 
student,  pay-
ing my own way 
through school, I know how 
important affordable
 tuition fees are, and will 
continue to fight for this and other issues of 
students rights. 
In addition to being a student
 advocate, A.S. 
leaders  need to be managers. The Associated 
Students fee of $23 per
 semester is collected 
from all students when they pay for classes, 
and forming an 
annual
 budget of over one 
million dollars. 
New  services should be 
implemented such as credit card debt coun-
seling, student travel discounts, and a club 
resource center for our student 
organizations.  
When grants are made to  student organiza-
tions, they should be considered fairly. This 
fall, out of the 200 clubs
 on campus, only 20 
received funding. Its unfair that only a few 
"insiders" get all of the club support money, 
and I will change this. 
EXPERIENCE:  
A.S.
 Board of Directors 
(1991),
 






















years  at San Jose State, I 
have tried 
to make the most out of my 
college experience.
 Currently, I am a 
junior
 with a major in Political Science 
and a minor in Dance. For the past two 
years, I have been a Resident Advisor in 
Joe West Hall and currently in Washburn 
Hall.  Through this experience I have 
helped and learned from the many 
people I have lived with. The residence 
hall is a community 
where you live with 
many different cultures and lifestyles. 
You start to understand where people are 
coming  from and what their interests and 
values are. This past year, I have held the 
position of the Director of Cal 
State  
Affairs on the 
Associated  Students Board 
of Directors. In 
this position, my duties 
have included being the Representative 
on the California State Student Associa-
tion as the Vice -Chair of the Legislative 
Affairs 
Committee.  This position has 
shown me the major problems within 
the  
CSU and public university system. There 
are many problems that are crucial to 
students that lam currently working on 
such as Financial aid, the CSU Budget 
and student
 fee increases. The student 
voice is not being heard or addressed as 
it should. More students need to get 
involved and take a stand on their educa-
tion. The Associated Students needs to 
encompass more representation from all 
of the different organizations on campus 
when dealing with decision making. 
Many students are left out and don't 
know or understand what the Associated 
Students is all about. Students are the 
key players in university life. Without 





Activities: Director of 
Business Affairs 
Chairman Budget Committee, Vice -chair 
of 
the 
Special  Allocations Committee, Co-
chairman of the Transportation Access 
Program Task Force, Chairman Campus 
Relief Grants Committee, President Associ-
ated Students Evergreen 
Valley  College 90-
91,  91-92 
As many of the students at SJSU I sup(port 
my education and family. The average age 
of students at our university is 27  and we 
are more diverse than never before. We 
require services to respond to our needs. I 
feel the 
A.S.
 has done very little to address 
the needs of our 
new,
 older, working, and 
culturally diverse 
populations. Financially, 
the A.S. should be 
made  more efficient and 
accountable to insure 
more and better 
services  for these students.
 One of my 
goals is 
to revive the service oriented
 part 
of the A.S. 
I will place in 
the  Associated Students 
Agenda issues such 
as: student organiza-
tions rights, 
revisions  to graduation re-










programs,  social 










all,  I will work 
hard to 
bring back 














































































 at San Jose State
 University, it 




student  interest. As 
a Senior majoring 
in History and 
Political Science, I 
have
 lived in the 
Residence
 Halls for four 
years. For the 
past
 three years I have served
 as a Resident Advi-
sor in 
a number of halls. Working in 
this capacity, I have broad-
ened my 
awareness
 of the diverse cultural needs of 
the students 
here at SJSU. Last year I held the position 
of Director of Student 
Rights and Responsibilities on the 
Associated Students Board of 
Directors. This year I have served as a student representative on 
the election board and am currently serving on the Students 









transfered  to 
San
 Jose State 
almost  two 
years 
ago.  I'm a 
Creative
 Arts major






making  this 
campus a 









 I have 
good  ideas 
on
















 of this 
post  to 
best













My main concern as a student at SJSU is student 
participation  in 
Associated Students. I would like to see students
 take an active 
role in deciding their univerisity's policies;
 and a university that 
responds to their needs and interests.
 My second goal is to en-
courage involvement in campus activities
 and organizations 
while 
building
 a strong school spirit. My third concern is to 
provide 
a safe living environment for those who live on or near 
campus. Through my experiences in my sorority (Alpha 
Omicrom Pi), Associated Students and 
Amnesty International. I 
am certain that I have the qualificiations necessary to 
work  to-









I have held 
various offices that guides my 
beliefs. I have 
seen many changes at this 
university.
 One area is the funding for 
key  
programs.
 It is true the school is suffering 
from the budget 
crisis, but we cannot
 
afford to fail 
the  students. There is a de-
crease 
of student partaking in interscholas-
tic 
activities.  
It isn't being part of a team
 of a club,  
but actually 
enjoying the benefits offered 
for what it is worth. I want to bring
 out 
the college within 




 funding amongst the 
organiza-
tions. 




or greeks, but also 
from those 
who pay their 
education. 




lam currently the AS. 
Controller  and 
majoring in finance. Allocating funds
 to 
worthwhile events that benefit all students 
is my main objective. I achieve this objec-
tive when groups come 
to
 see me for assis-
tance in funding their event and walk out 
of my office satisfied. My motto is "Stu-
dents don't accommodate me, I accommo-
date the 
students."
 My working hours are 
scheduled around 
students
 classes. This 
enhances the possibility that I 
will be able 
to meet with students 
to answer their 
questions and concerns. Accountability,
 
responsibility, and 
accessibility  are what I 
strive for to 
benefit  students. Vote for 
someone who is student oriented, with
 
experience. 
Vote  for James De La Cruz, 








Election Board is 
not 
responsible



















My name is Javier Zavala and I am running for the position of Director of Ethnic Affairs. lam currently a Senior ma ring in Advertis-
ing with a minor in Business.
 
This is my second year at San Jose State where I transferred from Cerritos 








 Achievers), as well as a 
Senator
 for the Associated Student Body. 
I 
am
 currently a 
member of the San Jose State basketball team.
 I was born 
on
 March 
19, 1972 in Yuriria, Gto., Mexico. 
Emmeil T. Davis 
I feel that San Jose State needs an Ethnic Affairs Director that will work towards bridging the gap between different cultures; A leader 
who promotes and supports 
the
 forums, guest speakers and club involvement that this university needs. 
Since Spring of 1993, I have been actively involved in the Ethnic Studies Committee working towards helping people understand each 
other better.
 
By voting for Emmoil Davis, you will be taking the first step towards making San 
Jose
 State a more cohesive society of students. 
Thank you for your interest in me.  If you have any concerns or questions, please leave a note in my box in the Associated Student's 
Office (3rd Floor
 Student Union). 




I, Monica Lun, am running for the position of Intercultural Affairs. The main 
mason  I'm persuing this position is because I would like 
to work directly with other organizations. Last year as the Director ot Personnel I worked with various staff committees and individual 
students. This year I would like to put my focus on the student organizations on campus I would also like to reach the International 
students. My involvement with Associated Students last year will only help me to get more organizations interested in becoming 
involved with Associated Students. 
Olivia Nunez 
Junior, Political Science 
My name is Olivia Nunez and I am running for the position of Inter 
cultural  Affairs. I am currently a junior at San Jose State University. 
My major is Political Science with a minor in creative writing. 
Now the question lies in why I want to run for A.S.? There are many 
reasons 
why  I would like to maintain this position. One key 
factor is that this position would allow my to have  
more interaction on a 
daily basis with university students. I feel that being in 
the university for four years has allowed my to experience and 
understand  
student problems and concerns. If elected to this position I 
will  try my best to help students. I feel that the position of Inter cultural 
Affairs
 director will allow me to utilize my diplomatic ability. I have traveled to seven European
 Countries and two Latin American 
countries. These trips have allowed my to interact with different cultures and languages. I find myself 
enjoying working with a diver-
sity range of students. This position will also allow me 
to learn about myself and will also give me daily challenges and experiences. 
Director 
of
 Student Services 
Lori Uchiyama 
Sophmore, Political Science 
My name is Lori Uchiya ma and lam a sophmore majoring 
in Political Science. As Director of Student Services, I want to 
make  sure 
that your needs are being met at San Jose State. lam a 
student
 assistant in the Student Activities office. This position has
 given me the 
opportunity
 to become familiar with student needs on this 
campus.
 I spent my first year attending SJSU as a commuter and
 now live 
on campus. I am therefore aware of issues facing both 
commuters
 and residents. 
As a Japanese, Italian, 
Filipino,  Spanish, American, lam especially sensistive to ethnic 
and minority affairs. As a member of SJSU 







My name is 
Farzana
 Nabi, this is my second year at SJSU, and I'm running for the 
office of Student Services. I believe 
lam
 fully quali-
fied to reside on the Board of 
Directors  because of the extensive involvement I have had in the short time I 
have  been a student here. 
My 
first semester at San Jose
 State I served
 as President of the First 
House  of Joe West Hall and the following 




of the entire hall. Currently, lam a Resident Advisor at Hover Hall and an Orientation Leader for the summer of 1994. 





 During the Fall 
semester,  
I assisted Andrea Wagner, the current Director 
of
 Cal 






me of all the aspects
 the 
CSU  

















Through this, I helped put many programs the 









 and the A.S. 
Election  Board is not responsible for typos 
or



























is Denelle Fedor. 
lam currently a 









represent  my fellow 
student body to
 ensure that your 
ideas  and needs are 
heard and met. 
My
 number one 





issues  at the state 
and  local levels. I 
will  use our school
 resources such 
as
 the Spartan Daily
 and KSJS to keep 
you informed. I 
will also distribute 
questionaires 
asking
 you, what I can
 do to help make 
school a more 
fulfilling  experience.
 tam a 
determined,
 reliable and 
dependable  person. It 
is very important 
to me that student 
representation is our




















 for the AS. Board of 
Directors  so that students 
will have a strong 
advocate
 when it comes to 
issues
 like tuition increases,
 
student  activities, and how 
the student government 
spends our money. Through
 my service on the A.S. 
Judicial Board, I saw that 
too 
often
 the directors were fighting
 with the student body 
president  rather than focusing









Mike  Scialabba 
Graduate Student, 
Human  Performance 
I am currently a graduate 
student in the Human Performance 
department  seeking a Master's Degree
 in Sport Management. In conjunc-
tion with my studies, I 
am
 a Marketing and Promotions Assistant
 in the Division of Intercollegiate Athletics.
 My position has given me 
valuable experience 
in the area of community affairs because 
my daily activities bring me in contact 
with
 student groups, local commu-
nity leaders
 and members of the campus community. As a member
 of the 1986 through 1990 football teams, I learned the 
values of 
dedication,
 leadership and success
 and want to extend those values to make SJSU the best school
 it can
 be. 












 and help run the
 Environmental 
Resource
 Center on campus. 
My experience at the Center
 has exposed me to many 
of the 




 concern to 
students here at State and I feel 
I can represent




one of the Chairs of Earth Day for both 
the campus 
and 
the  City of 
San Jose, I feel 
qualified  to bring large scale environmental  
education  to 
SJSU. I 
look 
forward  to serving you 
and representing
 your environmental
 interests at San
 Jose State. 















 one of 
the  first transracial 
adoptions  in the 





 raised in a white 
home.  
I live in Alexandria, Virginia 
until  the summer of 1988, 
when I moved to Califor-
nia where 
college  would be 
affordable if 







and once a 
resident,  I attended Solano 
Community
 College. I discovered
 how difficult it was to pay 
living/school
 expenses which 
forced  
me to drop out 
and  work until I was able to 
financially 
re-enter college. 
In 1992 I 




 transferred into 
SJSU.  
This  May 
will  
receive  my B.A. in history and 
next
 fall I 




















year  old junior, 
majoring  in 
Business  
Administration.








Hall,  Judicial 
Review  Board, National 
Residence  Hall Honorary, 1RHA 
quorum






seats include the 
Conference
 Committee for 
PACURH,  the 
UHS  
Marketing
 Committee, the Diver 
sity 





application  to 
two
 A.S. Committees. 
I want to 
be
 of services























 by soliciting and 
interviewing  members






being  an 
employee  of 
the 
Associated  Students 
Office  has 
given  
me
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and  inerraeonal 
dnig  
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He Ism publisised 
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He has served as on instructor 
and
 adjunct proiessce at four 
different colLeges. He is 
currently a commentator For 
Public Broadcasting  Rod., 
and has appeared on Mee 
tholl Press, Good Morning 
Amenca, Ilse Today Shan, 
AkNol  Lehrer 
Report,
 
Ntglefine, Opisra Winfrey, 
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Associated  Students has the 
responsibility
 to 
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Dilectors
 










































   
Minor:
 
What are the best hours to reach you? 
Area
 of Interest -
Hours available per week: 
Is there 
a position that you
 are specifically
 interested in ? 
How do you
 feel your 
past
 skills or 
experience  
would  enhance a 
student 
appointment?  
How  can Associated 
Students
 improve services at 














Jose State University to release 











THIS FORM TO 
ASSOCIATED
 STUDENTS OFFICE - THIRD FLOOR, 
STUDENT  UNION 
Thank
 you 
for  your 
Interest.  
Monica 





























Information Center: 924-6350 
Lounges And Meeting Rooms 
Hours:
 Mon Thu 
7:30







 Box Office/Basso="TicketMaster: 924-6374, 924-6333 
Fitness
 Room' Aerobics Room' Racquetball Mini Gyml 
Arena  
Hours: Mon -Thu: 6 am -11 pm Fri: 6 am -10 pm 1 Sat -Sun: 10 am -5 pm 
AQUATIC CENTER 
924-6340 Olympic -Sized Outdoor Pool 
Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri: 7 am -7 pm 1Tue, Thu: 10 am -7 
pm 1Sat-Sun: 10 am -5 pm 
SAN 
JOSE








































 will ride 
365 
days the bus
 and light 
rail as yell 
as express 















 presenting your current 
SJSU student I.D.
 card, the Santa 
Clara  Transportation 
Agency will 
provide




in their park 
and ride lots along 




Also by voting yes lye
 will he able to free some of the 
parking










 by providing students
 with 
an extremely inexpensive 


















another increase in the 
amount  of 
money  you  pay to go 
to school. This "pet project" 




 ill -tinted 
in this age 
of







1) 160,0(X) students were
 forced to withdraw 




This is the third consecutive student election 
which has a 
student imposed fee increase
 
initiative. 





 already subsidizes 1/3 of the 
cost
 of 
transportaion  passes. 
4) Tuition increased
 by 40% this year and 
is set 
to go up 




data  used in the 
benefit  analysis is 
grossly  bias and exaggerated.
 The increase in 
public  transportation 






































 before the 








Students  Bylaws that will allow 
its professional




 to he 
indemnified
 or held 





































Board  is not 
responsible
 for twos 












10 % Discount at 
the 
Spartan  Bookstore 
Every  student that 
votes
 will get a discount 
coupon
 for the Spatan 
Bookstoe good 
for  
anything but computers, 
textbooks,  and class 
rings or 5% Discount






Campus Club or Organization 
On your ballot
 you can specify that 
$2.00  
goes  













The Associated Students and the A.S 










DETACH  ALONG 
PERFORATION
 MOISTEN
 FLAP FOl D AND SEAL  
Citibank 
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